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UNIT 
SECTIONS

1. What makes a good villain? (Descriptive task) 

2. Villain: Character and plot (Creative Thinking) 

3. Villain Costume (Maker part) 

4. The story : Dramatic Turnaround (Present)

Grammar focus: Seems like / Modals of possibility

Villains



CALP



Advance Organizer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqQkkgqkWY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqQkkgqkWY


Advance 
Organizer 

Questioning Driving question 

How could we create our own 
fictional villains and their 
costumes?

Do you know this character? 
What is his name? 
What movie is he in? 
What is his role in the movie? 
What is his job? 
What makes him a villain? 
Does he have a sidekick in the movie? 



Describe your stereotypical villain

Section 1  
Lesson 1

What makes a good villain?
Preparing the  
descriptive task 

Analyze examples



Section 1  
Lesson 2

In groups 

1. Who is your favorite villain? Why? 

2. Who is the most evil and why? 

3. If you were a super villain… what would be your special ability? 

4. Place the adjectives into the right column: 

5. Talk to the class about your favourite movie villain or hero  
 but do not say the name. Describe his/her personality, 
 appearance, what he/she does… and the others have to guess 
 the character. 

Descriptive Task



Section 2  
Lesson 1

Really a Villain?



Section 2  
Lesson 2

Creative Thinking:  Character Development

Create a character that seems like a villain…but isn’t actually one. 

What is the story outline? 
How is the villain involved in the story? 
Why does he/ she appear to be the villain? 
 

Creative limitations: 
Looks like and seem like a 
villain…but isn’t…



Section 3  
Lesson 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ompZNmLKVo 

Top 10 Super Villain Movie Costumes

Exemplars

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ompZNmLKVo


Section 3  
Lesson 2

Design Thinking

Now that you know your basic story plot and character, 
come up with a costume for the “villain” 
The costume must make the character seem like a villain 
The costume has to go head to toe 
The costume must have a reason



Who is my viewer?

Who is going to need it?

Design Thinking



What's the goal?

Reflection questions







Section 3  
Lesson 3

Tinkering

Rules

You must create the costume you have drawn  
It must be made with recycled items 
Only 2 items can be real 
The costume is a prototype 
It must be wearable



Section 3  
Lesson 4

Tinkering



Section 4

A scene from your story..where is is discovered that 
your villain isn’t actually a villain….

Lesson 1



Section 4

Present your story scene, villain, and costume. 

Lesson 2


